Organization of the Visual Sector of the Thalamic Reticular Nucleus in Galago.
Projections to and from the visual sector of the thalamic reticular nucleus were studied in the prosimian primate genus Galago by anterograde and retrograde transport of WGA-HRP injected into the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus (GLd), pulvinar nucleus, and their cortical targets. Contrary to the idea that thalamic connections with the reticular nucleus are not delimited sharply between nuclei associated with the same modality, our results show a distinct laminar segregation of the projections from the GLd and pulvinar nuclei. The GLd is connected reciprocally with the lateral {frsol|2/3} of the caudal part of the reticular nucleus, and the striate cortex sends projections to the same lateral tier. Both sets of projections are organized topographically, lines of projection taking the form of slender elongated strips that run from caudo-dorsal to rostro-ventral within the nucleus. The pulvinar nucleus, which projects to several areas of the temporal, parietal, and occipital lobes, including the striate cortex, is connected reciprocally with the medial {frsol|1/3} of the caudal part of the reticular nucleus. Every injection into the pulvinar nucleus labelled a wide area of the medial tier, with no indication of visuotopic organization. The projections from the middle temporal area, one of the principal targets of the pulvinar nucleus, also terminate only in the medial tier of the visual sector. And we would expect that, in general, a thalamic nucleus and its cortical target would project to the same part of the reticular nucleus. The case of the striate area is an exception but only in the sense that it projects to the pulvinar nucleus as well as GLd. Thus an injection into a single locus in area 17 produces two parallel strips in the visual sector of the reticular nucleus, but both are in the lateral tier. We propose that each strip arises from a separate population of cells with cortical layer VI, one with an allegiance to the GLd and the other to the pulvinar nucleus.